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Abstract—In this paper a novel Carrier Aggregation (CA)
scheme is proposed for downlink MIMO LTE-A Systems. The
proposed approach achieves increased transmission rates by
establishing the communication links via both licensed and
unlicensed bands without generating or experiencing interference
to/from the users of the latter bands. To that end, a rate
optimization problem is defined and solved subject to the previous
zero interference constraints, a total power constraint and a
maximum number of aggregated bands constraint. It turns
out that the previous problem is a Mixed Integer Non Linear
Programming (MINLP) one that requires an exhaustive search
procedure in order to be solved. To tackle this, an optimal low
complexity method is proposed based on the Lagrange dual
decomposition. The performance of the original (MINLP) and
the low-complexity proposed techniques is verified via indicative
simulations.

Keywords—Carrier Aggregation, MIMO, LTE-A, Unlicensed
Transmission, Interference Nulling, Resource Allocation, Carrier
Selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Carrier aggregation (CA) [1] is one of the key features
of LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) systems. According to the CA
approach, the user equipments (UEs) can access a wider
transmission bandwidth by using CA to aggregate a number
of individual component carriers (CCs) shaping heterogeneous
contiguous and non-contiguous frequency bands. These bands
can be also unlicensed to the system and therefore a transmis-
sion scheme should include sophisticated interference man-
agement techniques, according to 3GPP standards [2]. Several
new challenging issues arise in radio resource management
(RRM) framework for LTE-A systems supporting multiple-
CC operation, including the selection of the optimal subset
of carriers and or the optimal power allocation that maximize
the rate of a UE etc. The performance of CA over deploying
independent carriers is investigated from different aspects in
[3]-[6]. Resource allocation schemes are also important for
the efficient implementation of a CA scheme. A cross layer
approach for carrier selection and power control for the uplink
of a CA system is examined in [7]. A greedy algorithm for
efficient resource allocation for the downlink case is proposed
in [8]. The theoretical analysis and the experimental results in
these works show that CA can significantly enhance the system
capabilities in user accommodation and throughput.

It is noteworthy that to the best of our knowledge, exist-
ing works consider only the aggregation of licensed bands,
and therefore are not suitable to schemes that employ also

unlicensed ones due to the interference from/to them as it
was discussed above. Furthermore, little work has been done
concerning the application of the CA concept in MIMO sys-
tems [9]-[13]. Existing works are limited to the experimental
evaluation of simple approaches that do not fully exploit the
capabilities offered by a multi-antenna transceiver structure.
MIMO systems can provide increasing multiplexing gains via
available spatial degrees of freedom and efficient methods to
mitigate the interference generated by transmissions of multi-
ple users over the unlicensed bands. Therefore, optimizing the
transmission parameters of a MIMO CA system is not a trivial
task that needs to be addressed by efficient methods as well.

Motivated by the above, we propose an innovative resource
allocation scheme for multi-user MIMO LTE-A systems that
are capable of aggregating both licensed and unlicensed bands.
The proposed approach aims at maximizing the sum rate of the
LTE-A system by exploiting its MIMO structure for nulling-
out the interference in the unlicensed bands and allocating
optimally the CCs and the power to the available UEs. In order
to satisfy the previous requirements, the sum rate maximiza-
tion problem is solved subject to a total transmission power
constraint, a constraint on the total number of the aggregated
bands (licensed and unlicensed) and constraints related to
the interference the LTE-A systems experience or generate
to other terminals in the unlicensed bands. Note that to the
best of our knowledge this is the first time that a resource
allocation problem is examined considering both licensed
and unlicensed bands for multi-user MIMO systems. This is
considered very practical solution for the LTE-A system, if we
take into account the last developments on the licensed assisted
access scenario within the framework of 3GPP. The problem
under consideration lies in the category of MINLP ones and
thus, it requires an exhaustive search procedure in order to
be solved. Therefore we were motivated to seek for low-
complexity solutions. It turns out that by applying a Lagrange
dual decomposition method, similar to the approach followed
in[14]-[15] for resource allocation in single antenna OFDM
systems, the original problem is equivalent to a number of
parallel simpler optimization ones and thus, a corresponding
low-complexity algorithm is also proposed.

Note, that in general, the RA problems in unlicensed bands
are already examined in literature in the context of Cognitive
Radio (CR) OFDM systems [16]-[17]. In these works the joint
sub-carrier and power allocation for a number of Secondary
Users (SUs) is examined under the presence of Primary Users
(PUs) that are licensed to these sub-carriers. On the contrary,
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in the present paper we consider the case where the licensed
system share a number of both licensed and unlicensed bands
compatible to the LAA 3GPP. Furthermore, in existing CR
related problems a typical underlay paradigm is considered
where the RA problem is solved subject to a constraint on
the total interference to the PUs. Here, the RA problem is
solved subject to zero interference constraints to/from the
PU in the unlicensed bands. Thus, both the PUs’ and the
SUs’ transmissions are protected from the interference due
to the simultaneous sub-carrier use. Finally, the proposed RA
approach follows the 3GPP regulations [1] and as a result,
in the corresponding optimization problem the LTE-A system
includes constraints that permit the maximum number of
allocated RBs per UE which perplex further the derivation of
the solution and they are not taken into account in the existing
CR approaches.

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II the system model description is given. In Section III the
proposed optimal resource allocation technique is presented.
Section V presents a number of indicative simulations and
Section VII concludes the work.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Preliminaries

Let us consider a typical downlink scenario in a NU

UE LTE-A system that applies a CA scheme exploiting both
licensed and unlicensed CCs in order to optimize its transmis-
sion [18] . Each UE forms a Rs × Ts MIMO system with the
eNodeB terminal. The extension to UEs of different number
of antennas is straightforward. Each one of the available
CCs is organized in Resource Blocks (RBs) which is the
basic scheduling unit following the 3GPP standard. Each RB
includes with its turn Nc = 12 sub-carriers.

Let us further assume that a UE can aggregate a maximum
of Kmax RBs out of KU un-licensed and KL licensed ones.
The unlicensed bands are occupied by a number of MIMO
users, i.e. Wi-Fi transceivers, each one having Rp receive and
Tp transmit respectively. From now and on, we adopt the CR
terminology and refer to that users via the term Primary User
(PU) for clarity. Each of the unlicensed RBs have at most
one active PU each timeslot with probability PA. Extension
to cases having different activity probabilities and/or multiple
active PUs per RBs are straightforward, though they are not
shown here for the simplicity of analysis. Finally it is assumed
that each one of the available RBs (both the licensed and the
unlicensed ones) can be occupied by at most one UE each time
following the 3GPP standards [1].

B. Signal Modeling

Let us move now to the actual description of the system.
The input-output relationship of the l − th (1 ≤ l ≤ NU )
user in a licensed RB k (1 ≤ k ≤ KL) at a time index n
(1 ≤ n ≤ N ) within a timeslot is given by

ylkn = TH
lkHlkSlk

√
Plkxlkn +TH

lkzlkn, (1)

where Hlk is the Rs × Ts channel matrix modeled as
CN(0Rs×Ts

, σ2
hIRs×Ts

) which is assumed to be fixed within
the timeslot following a quasi-static fading model, σ2

h is the

channel variance, IRs×Ts
is the Rs × Ts identity matrix and

0Rs×Ts
is the Rs × Ts zero entries matrix, Slk and Tlk

are the Ls
k × Ts pre- and Rs × Ls

k post-coding matrices,
Plk is the diagonal Ls

k × Ls
k power allocation matrix, Ls

k
is the number of transmitted streams, xlkn is the Ls

k × 1
transmitted symbols vector with covariance matrix Rx = IL
(we follow this assumption for simplicity and without any loss
of generality), ylkn is the Rs×1 received symbols vector and
zlkn is the Rs×1 white noise random variable vector modeled
as CN(0Rs

, σ2
zIRs

) with σ2
z the noise variance.

In an unlicensed RB k (KL ≤ k ≤ KL + KU ), eq.(1) is
re-written as

ylkn = TH
lkHlkSlk

√
Plkxlkn +TH

lk1k{Glkdkn}+TH
lkzlkn,

(2)
where the Rs×Lp matrix GH

lk incorporates the Rp×Tp channel
matrix between the PU transmitter and the l − th UE, the
Tp ×Lp

k pre-coding and the Lp
k ×Lp

k power allocation matrix
of the PU transmitter respectively where Lp

k is the number
of the PU’s parallel transmitted streams. The aforementioned
abstracted formulation is done in the sense that the SU system
receives a total signal without having any further information
about the PU’s transmission parameters. The indicator function
1k{·} that appears in eq.(2) is defined as

1k{Gkdkn} =

{
Glkdkn, if PU is active

0Rp , if the PU user is inactive
,

Finally the received signal at an active PU in the k−th (KL ≤
k ≤ KL +KU ) unlicensed band is given by

rkn = G′
kdkn + FkSlk

√
Plkxkn + z′kn (3)

where again for simplicity we have incorporated the channel,
pre-coding and power allocation matrix of the PU transmission
in matrix G′

k. Matrix Fk is the Rp×Ts channel matrix from
the LTE-A eNodeB to the receiver of the PU and z′kn is the
corresponding noise vector at the PU receiver.

From the above description it is evident that the eNodeB
has at its disposal a number of licensed and unlicensed bands in
order to optimize the downlink communication to the available
UEs in terms of the achievable overall sum rate. To that end
the eNodeB should determine the optimal RB allocation among
the UEs, the optimal pre- / post- coding matrices Tlk and Slk

and the optimal power allocation ones under the following
constraints: 1) The eNodeB / UEs will generate/exhibit zero
interference from / to the PU transmissions in the unlicensed
bands, 2) Each UE can aggregate at most a number of
Kmax bands and 3) The transmissions are subject to a total
transmission power constraint Pmax.

III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM

Let us now proceed to the definition of the problem.
The aim is to maximize the total sum rate of the downlink
transmission subject to the enumerated constraints posed on
the last paragraph of Sec. II.
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Thus, the following optimization problem should be solved

max
Tlk,Slk,
Plk,αlk

NU∑
l=1

K∑
k=1

αlkNc log2

(∣∣∣∣IRs +
1

σ2
z

T
H
lkHlkSlkPlkS

H
lkH

H
lkTlk

∣∣∣∣
)

(4)

s.t. FkSlk = 0 & T
H
lkGlk = 0, ∀k ∈ KA&∀1 ≤ l ≤ NU (5)

NU∑
l=1

K∑
k=1

αlktr(Plk) ≤ Pmax & Plk ≥ 0 (6)

K∑
k=1

αlk ≤ 1 &

NU∑
l=1

αlk ≤ Kmax & αlk ∈ {0, 1}, (7)

where eq.(4) expresses the total sum rate of the downlink LTE-
A system, the binary variable αlk is set to one when the k−th
RB is allocated to the l-th user and zero if not, KA ⊆ [KL +
1,KL +KU ] is the set of the unlicensed bands with an active
PU on them, K = KL+KU and tr(·) is the trace of a matrix.
The constraints of eq.(5) are used to cancel the interference
from/to the PUs by forcing the pre-coding matrix Slk and the
post-coding one to Tlk to be orthogonal to matrices Fk and
Glk respectively, according to eqs.(2)-(3).

Since the eNodeB handles exclusively the interference
cancellation to the PU receivers by properly design of the its
pre-coding matrix, the PU systems may continue to operate
as if there is no interfering user in their band. Note also that
the constraints of eq.(5) are active if at a PU user is active in
the RB under consideration. The constraints of eq.(6) control
the total transmission power and force the power allocation
matrices to be positive respectively and the final ones of
eqs.(7) are posed in order to control the maximum number
of aggregated RBs per UE, the maximum number of allowed
UEs per RB (1) and to force the specified support set on the
parameters αlk respectively.

A. Problem Formulation

Let us firstly consider the zero interference constraints in
eq.(5). Let us assume that without loss of generality, matrices
Slk and Tlk can be decomposed as Slk = QkWlk and Tlk =
OlkBlk for the unlicensed RBs with an active PU on them. It is
now straightforward to see that the zero interference constraints
are equivalent to FkQk = 0 and OH

lkGlk = 0, ∀k ∈ KA,
ones respectively. The previous constraints can be satisfied if
matrices Glk and Fk have a null-space which is equivalent to
the case where the active PUs in the unlicensed band under
consideration employ a number of spatial degrees of freedom
Lp
k that satisfies Lp

k < min{Rs, Ts}. If the previous is not
the case, this band cannot be employed by the UEs as the
zero interference constraint cannot be satisfied and therefore
we set alk = 0, ∀l ∈ [1, NU ] in the optimization problem
of eqs.(4)-(7). On the other hand, if there is no active PU
in the unlicensed band, there is also no need for interference
cancellation and that unlicensed band is treated in a similar
manner to the licensed ones. Therefore, if we define the set of
the unlicensed bands with an active user of a non-zero rank
null-space as KA∗ we have that

Qk = N (Fk) & Olk = N (Glk) (8)

and the optimization problem of eqs.(4)-(7) can be written in
the following equivalent form

max
Tlk,Slk,Plk,
Wlk,Blk,αlk

NU∑
l=1

∑
k∈KF

αlkNc×

log2

(∣∣∣∣IRx +
1

σ2
z

T
H
lkHlkSlkPlkS

H
lkH

H
lkTlk

∣∣∣∣
)

+ (9)

NU∑
l=1

∑
k∈KA∗

αlkNc log2

(∣∣∣∣IRx +
1

σ2
z

B
H
lkJlkWlkPlkW

H
lkJ

H
lkBlk

∣∣∣∣
)

(10)

s.t.

NU∑
l=1

∑
k∈KA∗∪KF

αlktr(Plk) ≤ Pmax & Plk ≥ 0, (11)

K∑
k∈KA∗∪KF

αlk ≤ 1 &

NU∑
l=1

αlk ≤ Kmax & αlk ∈ {0, 1},

(12)

where KF is the set that includes the licensed bands along
with the free unlicensed RBs (the ones that are not occupied
by an active PU) and matrix Jlk = OH

lkHlkQk, ∀k ∈ KA∗ is
the equivalent channel matrix in the unlicensed bands of that
set.

In the optimization problem of eqs.(10)-(12) we have now
two sets of sub-bands, set KF in which the UEs can employ
all the available min{Rs, Ts} spatial degrees of freedom and
the set KA∗ where only the min{Rs − Lp

k, Ts − Lp
k} ones

can be employed by considering the transmission through the
equivalent MIMO system whose channel matrix is the Jlk one.
With the latter transformation the LTE-A system satisfies both
the zero interference constraints as it aligns its transmitted
signals to orthogonal subspaces to the ones of the PUs at the
unlicensed bands. Note that, given the orthonormal properties
of matrices Olk and Qlk the statistics of the equivalent channel
matrix Jlk is exactly the same with the ones of the original
channel matrix Hkn, and thus the only difference is on the
dimensions of the equivalent MIMO system, since the latter
are reduced by Lp

k per dimension compared to the ones of the
original system.

Now that the interference constraints are satisfied, we move
forward in the derivation of the pre-/post coding matrices Slk,
Wlk, Tlk and Blk of the equivalent optimization problem of
eqs.(10)-(12). Let us recall that that in each one of the available
RBs the LTE-A system can establish its communication link
via a MIMO frequency flat fading channel whose channel
matrix is either Hlk for licensed RBs and unlicensed RBs
with no active PU or the equivalent one Jlk for an unlicensed
RB with an active PU on it, as described in the previous
paragraph. According to [19], a selection for pre-/post- coding
matrices that maximizes the rate of such a system is based on
the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the corresponding
channel matrix. That is,

Slk = Vlk & Tlk = Ulk

Wlk = Ṽlk & Blk = Ũlk, (13)

where Hlk = UlkΣlkV
H
lk , ∀k ∈ KF and Jlk = ŨlkΣ̃lkṼ

H
lk ,

∀k ∈ KA∗ .

Now by using the properties of the SVD and the ones of the
determinant of a matrix on the cost function of the optimization
problem of eqs.(10)-(12), we have

max
Plk,αlk

NU∑
l=1

∑
k∈KF

αlk

Ls∑
m=1

Nc log2

(
1 +

Plk(m,m)Σ2
lk(m,m)

σ2
z

)
+

NU∑
l=1

∑
k∈KA∗

αlk

LU
k∑

m=1

Nc log2

(
1 +

Plk(m,m)Σ̃2
lk(m,m)

σ2
z

)
(14)
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s.t.

NU∑
l=1

∑
k∈KA∗∪KF

αlktr(Plk) ≤ Pmax & Plk ≥ 0 (15)

K∑
k∈KA∗∪KF

αlk ≤ 1 &

NU∑
l=1

αlk ≤ Kmax & αlk ∈ {0, 1},

(16)

where Ls = min{Rs, Ts} and LU
k = min{Rs−Lp

k, Ts−Lp
k}.

Thus, each RB is decomposed in a number of independent
parallel channels. The optimization problem of eqs.(14)-(16)
belongs to the class of Mixed Integer Non Linear Programming
(MINLP) ones that are non-convex and NP hard to solve
since its solution involves an exhaustive search on the αlk

values requiring O(KNK
U ) operations. To that end the optimal

power allocation problem under consideration should be solved
for any possible RB allocation in order to find the one that
maximizes the overall system sum rate. In the related literature
[20]-[21], several approaches are proposed for the solution of
MINLP problems in the context of branch and bound algo-
rithms or other known convex relaxation techniques. Several
general purpose software solvers usually incorporate a method
to solve MINLP problems, though the complexity still remains
high. In the following subsection an alternative low complexity
algorithm will be developed that achieves the optimal solution
and thus it is possible to avoid the complexity of solving the
MINLP problem.

B. Proposed Solution

In this subsection it is shown that the problem under con-
sideration has an equivalent form that can be solved with less
computational complexity than the MINLP one of eqs.(14)-
(16) by following a similar approach to the ones of [14]-[15].
Let us define the domain

D =

{
Plk ≥ 0

∣∣∣∣∣
NU∑
l=1

1+{Plk} ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ [1,K] & (17)

NU∑
k=1

1+{Plk} ≤ Kmax, ∀l ∈ [1, NU ]

}
, (18)

where the indicator functional 1+ {·} is one if at least one of
the elements of matrix Plk is non-zero and zero otherwise.
For the set of power allocation matrices Plk ∈ D, 1 ≤ l ≤
NU , 1 ≤ k ≤ K, denoted by {Plk}, the Lagrangian of the
optimization problem of eqs.(14)-(16) can be written as

L ({Plk} , λ) =

NU∑
l=1

∑
k∈KF

Ls∑
m=1

Nc log2

(
1 +

Plk(m,m)Σ2
lk(m,m)

σ2
z

)
+

NU∑
l=1

∑
k∈KA∗

LU
k∑

m=1

Nc log2

(
1 +

Plk(m,m)Σ̃2
lk(m,m)

σ2
z

)
−

λ

⎛
⎝NU∑

l=1

∑
k∈KA∗∪KF

tr(Plk) − Pmax

⎞
⎠ , (19)

where λ ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier. Then, the Lagrange
dual function is given by

g(λ) = max
{Plk}∈D

L ({Plk} , λ) . (20)

By inspection of eq.(19) one may see that the maximization
of the Lagrangian function L ({Plk}) can be decomposed in

to the following K = |KF |+ |K∗
A| ( | · | is the cardinality of

a set) simpler maximization problems

g
A
k (λ) = max

{Plk}∈D

NU∑
l=1

Ls∑
m=1

Nc log2

(
1 +

Plk(m,m)Σ2
lk(m,m)

σ2
z

)
−

λ

NU∑
l=1

tr(Plk), ∀k ∈ KF (21)

g
B
k (λ) = max

{Plk}∈D

NU∑
l=1

LU
k∑

m=1

Nc log2

(
1 +

Plk(m,m)Σ̃2
lk(m,m)

σ2
z

)
−

λ

NU∑
l=1

tr(Plk), ∀k ∈ KA∗ . (22)

Then the Lagrange dual function can be written as

g(λ) =
∑

k∈KF

gAk (λ) +
∑

k∈KA∗

gBk (λ) + λPmax. (23)

Let us assume now that the k-th RB is allocated to the l-th
user. For a fixed λ, the objective functions of eqs.(21)-(22) are
concave ones with respect to Plk. For this case the optimal
power allocation solution can be easily found to be

P∗
lk(m,m) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(

Nc

ln(2)λ − σ2
z

Σ2
lk(m,m)

)+

, ∀KF(
Nc

ln(2)λ − σ2
z

Σ̃2
lk(m,m)

)+

, ∀KA∗
(24)

where (·)+ ≡ max{·, 0}. The solution to the optimization
problem of eqs.(21)-(22) for the k− th RB can be derived by
evaluating the function fA

l (λ,P∗
lk) if k ∈ KF or the function

fB
l (λ,P∗

lk) if k ∈ KA∗ ,

f
A
l (λ,P

∗
lk) =

Ls∑
m=1

Nc log2

(
1 +

P∗
lk(m,m)Σ2

lk(m,m)

σ2
z

)
−

λtr(P
∗
lk), ∀k ∈ KF (25)

f
B
k (λ,P

∗
lk) =

LU
k∑

m=1

Nc log2

(
1 +

P∗
lk(m,m)Σ̃2

lk(m,m)

σ2
z

)
−

λtr(P
∗
lk), ∀k ∈ KA∗ . (26)

for each of one of the NU UEs and assigning the RB to UE that
maximizes the corresponding function given that it has not yet
reached the limit on the maximum number of allocated RBs
(Kmax). If this is the case, we need to consider the following
cases.

1) If the UE achieves greater value for the eqs.(25)-(26)
on the new RB than the minimum one achieved by the
existing RBs then, the one that achieves the minimum
value is replaced by the new RB. For the replaced RB
we search in the set of the remaining UEs the one
that maximizes eqs.(25)-(26) given that it has not also
reached the limit on the maximum number of allocated
RBs (Kmax), repeating a similar case examination in an
inductive way.

2) If the UE does not achieve greater value for the eqs.(25)-
(26) on the new RB than the minimum one achieved
by the existing RBs then we move forward to the UE
that achieves the second best value on the RB under
consideration, and we examine the same cases again, in
an inductive way.

Once eqs.(21)-(22) are solved for all k, the Lagrange dual
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Algorithm 1 The Proposed Approach for the perfect CSI case

Input: λmin = 0,λmax, tol
Output: The optimal RB and power allocation to the available

UEs
1: while λmax − λmin > tol do
2: λ ← λmax+λmin

2
3: Derive {P∗

lk} from eq.(24)
4: Evaluate the functions of eqs.(25)- (26)
5: Determine the RB allocation as it is described in enu-

merated points (1) and (2)

6: if
∑NU

l=1

∑
k∈KA∗∪KF tr(Plk) ≥ Pmax then

7: λ ← λmin

8: else
9: λ ← λmax

10: end if
11: end while

function can be derived from eq.(23) and the optimum value
of the multiplier λ∗ ≥ 0 can be determined by applying a
bisection method [22]. The complete procedure is summarized
on Algorithm 1. By assuming that the values of the functions
fB
l (λ,P∗

lk)and fB
l (λ,P∗

lk) of eqs.(25)-(26) are stored and
sorted for each RB at each iteration of Algorithm 1, it is easy to
see that the proposed approach requires O(KNU ) operations
to find the optimal solution [15].

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section indicative simulations are provided in order
to evaluate the performance of the proposed techniques. In
Fig. 1 the performance in terms of the achievable data rate
of the proposed approach is compared to the one of a LTE-A
system that employs only a number KL fixed licensed bands
for different SNR values. At first we examine the performance
for KL = 5 licensed and KU = 10 unlicensed RBs. The
PU and the LTE-A systems are assumed to be 2 × 2 and
4 × 4 MIMO ones respectively. The channel gains of all
the involved channels are generated as circular symmetric
i.i.d. Gaussian variables of zero mean and unit variance, i.e.
CN (0, 1). The performance is evaluated for two different PU
activity scenarios Pk = 0.2 and Pk = 0.8. A two user system is
assumed with the maximum permitted number of aggregated
RBs Kmax = 5. The solution to the licensed only case is
given by solving the MINLP optimization problem of eqs.(4)-
(7) without the unlicensed bands constraint of eq.(5). The
OPTI [23] optimization toolbox is used for the solution of all
the MINLP problems considered here. The proposed approach
(“MINLP KL = 5, KU = 10, Pk = 0.2” and “MINLP
KL = 5, KU = 10, Pk = 0.8” curves) achieves significantly
improved performance as compared to the licensed only case
(“Licensed Only Nc = 0.5, NU = 10” curve). In the licensed
only case two users share only KL = 5 RBs which is bellow
their quota of Kmax = 5 RBs. Contrariwise in the unlicensed
- licensed case there are KL + KU = 15 available RBs so
each one of the users can reach its quota by having also
options for selecting the best possible combination of RBs
that maximizes the sum rate of the system which explains the
observed superiority in the performance. Note also that the
proposed techniques achieve better performance for Pk = 0.2
than for Pk = 0.8. This can be explained by the fact that,
for lower Pk values there are unoccupied bands with higher
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Fig. 1: Performance of the proposed approach under the perfect
CSI case

probability. Thus, the LTE-A users have extra RBs without
having to null out the interference from/to the PUs that leads
to loss in spatial degrees of freedom as discussed in Sec.III.
In the same figure the optimality of Algorithm 1 is verified
as it achieves almost identical performance with the MINLP
solutions (“Algorithm 1 KL = 5, KU = 10, Pk = 0.2” and
“Algorithm 1 KL = 5, KU = 10, Pk = 0.8” curves).

We close the study by repeating the experiments of Al-
gorithm 1 for the case of KL = 10 licensed and KU = 5
unlicensed RBs (“Algorithm 1 KL = 10, KU = 5, Pk = 0.2”
and “Algorithm 1 KL = 10, KU = 5, Pk = 0.8” curves)
and of the licensed only MINLP approach (“Licensed Only
Nc = 0.5, NU = 10” curve). As we can see the performance
gains here are smaller (but still existent) due to fact that the
system has already KL = 10 available RBs which suffice
for each user to reach its quota. Furthermore there are only
5 unlicensed RBs available, thus less available combinations
to maximize the sum rate of the system. Of course with an
increase in the number of available unlicensed RBs and/or
LTE-A users, one will see a corresponding increase in the sum
rate of the system.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the resource allocation prob-
lem for the licensed/unlicensed carrier aggregation MIMO
scheme. We defined the problem at the downlink providing
interference nulling, power allocation and RBs selection. Such
a resource allocation problem is very critical in order to realize
the licensed assisted access vision of 3GPP. The problem
under consideration lies within the region of MINLP ones
and therefore we were motivated to develop an optimal low-
complexity solution based on the Lagrange dual decomposi-
tion approach. The performance of the proposed approach is
verified by indicative simulations which highlight the gains
of aggregating unlicensed bands and prove the optimality of
the low-complexity proposed approach. Future works include
the extension of the proposed approach in the uplink case and
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also in cases where alternative constraints (i.e. Qos) or cost
functions (power minimization) are considered.
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